
SPECIFICATIONS

BEVI FLAVORED WATER DISPENSER
Countertop Model

OFFICE: 973.402.1088
FAX: 973.402.4395
drinkcoffee.com

DIMENSIONS - 18”H x 10”W x 10”D
VOLTS - 120V
WIRE - Standard 3-prong
WATER LINE - 3/8” outer diameter
CABINET REQUIREMENT - 28”H x 34”W x 24”D

FEATURES
WATER WITH POP – Add a variety of both 
sweetened and unsweetened flavors to 
your water. Options range from lemon 
seltzer to organically sweetened 
blueberry-cucumber water.

ACTIVATED CARBON FILTRATION – Improve 
water quality with our filtration system, 
which removes over 99% of lead and 98% 
of chlorine from tap water.

AUTOMATED RESTOCKING – Never place an 
order for beverages (unless you want to 
switch up your flavors)! We track when 
beverages run out or when a filter needs 
changing, and replace inventory 
proactively. Our professional servicing 
team will handle the heavy lifting for you.

LOWER CARBON FOOTPRINT – Achieve 
sustainability goals by reducing plastic and 
energy waste. Our point-of-use system 
not only makes it easy to reuse bottles, 
but also entirely eliminates the 
fuel-intensive transportation of full 
beverage bottles.
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OFFICE: 973.402.1088
FAX: 973.402.4395
drinkcoffee.com

BEVI FLAVOR OFFERINGS
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** SPECIAL ORDER: Please allow 2 extra weeks for delivery.

BEVI FLAVORED WATER DISPENSER
Countertop Model
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Refill station
Our machine accepts any 
container. With our single-
nozzle design and LED lighting, 
filling up is easy and clean. 

Water/power supply
(within cabinet space)
•Standard 3-prong US 120V    
 electrical outlet, draws less   
 than 9 amps.
•3/8” outer diameter water line.

Cabinet requirement
28” tall, 34” wide and 24” deep

Touchscreen dispense
This is where a user selects 
their custom drink; still, 
sparkling, flavored or not.
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THE COUNTERTOP BEVI



Cabinet Layout Option 1 
(Recommended): 
Installing Bevi inside a single 
two-door cabinet

This is the most ideal 
installation scenario, 
containing Bevi under-
counter components inside 
a single cabinet. However, 
the components are modular 
and can be stored in different 
cabinets if needed.

*components can be separated and spread 
across numerous cabinets & space. Ask 

your sales representative for more details.

COMPONENTS

Components are hidden in 
existing cabinet space

Chiller Filter 10lb C02 tank Flavors



Filter (cabinet-
mounted)
16 1/2” height
4.5” width
5” depth

Cabinet Layout Option 2: 
Installing Bevi across multiple cabinets

If installation within a single two-door 
cabinet (Option 1) is not possible, Bevi 
under-counter components can be 
split amongst multiple cabinets. Please 
note this layout option requires drilling 
through cabinets to interconnect 
components together into a system.

CO2 Tank
22 1/5” height
6” width
6” depth

Chiller/
Carbonator
22 1/5” height
14 7/8” width
19 1/4” depth

Flavors
22 ” height
7 3/4” width
9 3/8” depth
(flavor container 
sizes vary)

COMPONENT SIZES



Cutouts for ventilation 
and tube routing

A  hole at least 4” in 
diameter is required 
on top of the counter 
in order to route and 
connect tubing from the 
Bevi Countertop unit.

Two 2” ventilation cutouts 
are recommended.
This is to ensure the 
drinks are chilled and 
carbonated correctly.

VENTILATION


